Lead Cloth Seals Related Items
santa margarita lead bale seal: artifact 49987 - mel fisher - museum occasional paper number 93, "lead
cloth seals and related items in the british museum" by geoff egan. online sources: "william i (of the
netherlands)" microsoft encarta online encyclopedia 2000. lead seals from colonial fort st. joseph
(20be23) - lead seals were attached to cloth at its point of origin in europe, remained on the cloth until it
reached its final destination, or until they may have been taken off for repackaging purposes, and, hence they
appear at sites associated with the fur trade, such as identifying small finds - meldreth - lead cloth seals
and related items in the british museum london: british museum occasional papers. egan, g., 1998. medieval
households london: museum of london. egan, g. and pritchard, f., 2002. dress accessories 1150-1450:
medieval finds from excavations in london (4th edition) london : the stationary office. harvey, p d a and
mcguinness, a., 1996. a guide to british medieval seals london ... fur trade 03: trade goods 1 scholarworks at wmu - recorded other information about the cloth: place of manufacture, the company that
imported it, and sometimes the cloth’s quality. after being removed, lead seals could serve other purposes.
alnage seals and the national coinage - some parallel in ... - 32 alnage seals and the national coinage
the traditio onf sealing cloth wits leah seemd s mos likelt tyo have begun in lo thw e countries in th thirteente
centuryh an, tdo have been adopte in england ind th late e britain's best selling metal detecting
magazine hunting ... - lead seals identified a reverse showing the u.s. stamp. discovered that the site is part
of what was originally lashenden (headcorn) airfield, then raf lashenden and later known as usaaf station aaf410. this is obviously the con- nection, although strangely hardly any other related arte- facts were found apart
from the odd .50 calibre casing. the seal measures 13mm x 14mm and weighs in at 4 ... task guidance
sheets for the building maintenance and ... - seals and gaskets (in pipework etc), millboard, paper
products, cloth (fire blankets, etc) and bituminous products (roofing felt, etc). see diagram of an 'asbestos
building' (inside front cover) leakage for an all-metal compliant gas seal operating at ... - leakage for an
all-metal compliant gas seal operating at high temperature alain anderson graduate research assistant texas
a&m university turbomachinery laboratory st. mary’s city exhibit collection - hsmc - f. lead cloth seals,
used to mark bolts of cloth to demonstrate guild sufficiency or payment of tax, 17th centurytrade and travel
related artifacts from st. mary's city instructions to learn how to use a lathe - team 358 - instructions to
learn how to use a lathe the lathe is a machine tool used principally for shaping pieces of metal (and
sometimes wood or other materials) by causing the workpiece to be held and rotated by the lathe lathes
types of lathes - irem sen - lathes the lathe is a machine tool used principally for shaping articles of metal
(and sometimes wood or other materials) by causing the workpiece to be held and rotated by the lathe while a
tool bit is advanced into the work causing the cutting action. material culture in london in an age of
transition: tudor ... - tobacco pipes and lead seals for cloth found in these london excavations, categories of
artifacts important to dating american excavations of the early contact period, also will be published later (but,
see item 1027). many seals were affi xed to each woven unit as a kind of hallmark, with bales of 10 cloth units
labeled differently. these seals enabled native consumers to judge the qual-ity ... north carolina’s oldest
shipwreck - rla.unc - a brain show, and science-related musical acts • separation of i-85 and i-40 just east of
efland) to exit the north carolina science challenge: a series of hands-on activities that put k-8 the control of
asbestos regulations 2006 - the control of asbestos regulations 2006: a guide for safety representatives 3
of 9 pages remember – how dangerous the asbestos is depends on the type of asbestos and the type of
material it is in, the condition of the material, and how likely the material
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